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World's First Live-Streamed Virtual Reality
Operation
Brief / Challenge
• Dr Shafi Ahmed has a vision of training medical students around the world with the use of VR and 360 filming. In order to kick
start his idea he needed to prove that the technology will actually add value to the medical training process.

Solution
• Mativision developed the cross-platform VRinOR app and livestreamed the 2h and 40m surgery to the whole world.

Results
• More than 54,000 people watched the surgery live
• More than 2b impressions from global coverage and social media
• 1,681 concurrent views of the surgery (largest number for any Mativision livestream project)

Brief / Challenge
• In July 2016, to celebrate the release of their new album Route One, Sigur Rós decided to challenge the 360°
filming world by capturing Iceland in 360° for 24 hours using the music from their new album as background
music. Something that had never been done before.

Solution
• Mativision rigged one of our 360° cameras on a dedicated vehicle and drove around Iceland for 24 hours
capturing everything. All content was then uploaded onto YouTube for public broadcast, something that
YouTube had never done before.

Results
• More than 30,000 views on YouTube in 1 week
• The achievement was described by the press as ‘the best possible Google Street View trip through Iceland:
24 hours of fully navigable video, soundtracked by a version3 of the band's music that's evolving in real time.’

Brief / Challenge
• Samsung decided to launch the new S7 flagship smartphone series by collaborating with four-time BRIT Award nominees, Years
& Years and creating a first for the Virtual Reality (VR) and music industries by live streaming a private performance in interactive
VR.

Solution
• Mativision developed the bespoke Gear VR app for the show and provided the live streaming technology – a turn key solution
including everything from the cameras to the real time editing and post production for the VOD content.

Results (updated 25.7.16)
•

50,997 downloads of the Years&Years VOD app on the Samsung Gear VR store

• More than 32,000 views of the 360 content on Facebook

Brief / Challenge
• Coach decided to use VR and 360 technology for the first time ever at their fashion show in order to drive innovation
within the fashion space and more importantly a sales uplift.

Solution
• The Mativision VR and 360 technology was deployed across all digital platforms owned and operated by Coach
including their mobile app, where the Mativision VR player was embedded, the desktop site and tablet versions of
the site.
• 2 Mativision 360 cameras were used in and out of the venue to cover both the show and high profile guests arriving.

Results
• More than 1m hits of the show across mobile and desktop on the Mativision player were recorded.
• Coach sold out the whole stock of handbags within 2 hours from the end of the VR livestream.

Brief / Challenge
• The MTV EMAs are Europe’s annual prestigious Music industry awards. Millions of music fans around the world
watch the live show. With the recent hype around VR technology in the market, MTV wanted to leverage this
technology and provide its fans with a unique viewing experience on their smartphones. Their recent VR broadcast
experience from the VMAs was not up to their standards and therefore they wanted to find a specialist that would
guarantee quality, 0 drop rates of the live feed and easy integration with their existing MTV EMA app. Mativision’s
player and technology provided all of the above.

Solution
• The mativision™ player allowed MTV to live-stream in Virtual Reality and our multi-camera technology enabled a
scripted version of the show to be broadcasted via the mativision™ player. Providing a white-label solution also
proved very useful for the integration with the MTV EMA app.

Results

• 55,300 concurrent views at the peak of the show
• 8 hours of flawless stream with 0 drop rates

Brief / Challenge
• Vodafone’s campaign to celebrate 30 years from its inception came at a strategic point in the market with
networks competing against each-other for speeds and content delivery. As a consequence of this, Vodafone
wanted to use the RUN-DMC & Raleigh Ritchie gig as a great proof point that their 4G network is the fastest and
best in the UK. The challenge to Mativision was to stream the whole gig in 360° on a custom app via 4G and not
conventional broadband.

Solution
• Mativision created a bespoke app for the live-stream and enabled Vodafone to showcase the power of their
network by streaming from the venue via 4G

Results
• 8,560 views of the live-stream
• More than 7GB of data streamed live over the 4G network with 0% packet loss

• 1:1.15 ratio -Desktop vs Mobile (avg ratio is 8:1)
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Brief / Challenge
• Fox network wanted to introduce an interactive and engaging element for their online audiences with the aim to
increase the number of people watching the live final show in 2011.

Solution
• Mativision provided an i-frame with 3x 360° cameras which captured content from both the main stage and the
red carpet. Viewers could control which camera they wanted to watch the show from simply by clicking between
the 3 camera options.

Results
• 3.4M hits (camera views)

• 9,964 hours of streaming
• 7,158 concurrent views
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